
 
 

 

Here is the curriculum home learning for this week. 

Please upload the piece of work with a        symbol to 

Seesaw for the teacher to see as a priority. 

 

Home learning is planned to:  

 be as close to our school learning as 

possible 

 be manageable at home 

 build from the previous week’s learning 

 

English 

Monday 
Explanation 

video 

PLAN/ WRITE: Introduction 
 Read your plan from Friday.  

 Think - What are we writing this week? Who is our audience? What is the 

purpose of our instructions? 

 Watch the lesson video and read the example introduction plan, introduction 

and ‘You will need’ list.  

 Plan then write your introduction using the planning format.  

 Write your ‘You will need’ list for your set of instructions.  

Tuesday 
Explanation 

video 

EXPLORE: Use main clauses and subordinate clauses 
 Watch the lesson video. You can also find the explanation here.  

 Add a subordinate clause to each of these main clauses using a 

subordinating conjunction.  

 Write your own commands with a main clause and a subordinate clause.  

Wednesday 
Explanation 

video 

WRITE: Instructions 
 Re-read your plan from Friday.  

 Read the example set of instructions.  

 Write your set of instructions using your plan.  

 Remember to use numbers to show the order, imperative verbs, prepositions 

to explain where/ when and subordinating conjunctions to add details to 

main clauses.  

Thursday 
Explanation 

video 

IMPROVE: Edit and revise instructions 
 Think - What makes an effective set of instructions? What features do they 

need to include? 

 Remember instructions should include numbers to show the order of the steps, 

imperative verbs and prepositions to explain where/ when. They should also 

include details.  

 Respond to feedback from your teacher on Seesaw.  

 Improve your instructions using a different colour pen.  

 Look at the CUPS and ARMS poster to check the different things to edit and 

revise.  

Friday 
Explanation 

video 

PRESENT: Publish 
 Think - Who is the audience for our instructions? What is the purpose of our 

instructions? 

 Publish your instructions into the publishing booklet or you can your own 

design.  

Spelling 

 Watch this Spelling Video.  

antique     unique       cheque    mosque     

famous     favourite    February 

by              bye            buy 

Year  3 Home Learning Spring 1 Week 2 

https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498003766/c67bed3e67
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498003766/c67bed3e67
https://vimeo.com/497776637
https://vimeo.com/498004892
https://vimeo.com/498004892
https://vimeo.com/497778740
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498034793/85402f3e68
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498034793/85402f3e68
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498028185/32adda6817
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498028185/32adda6817
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498027994/c2cb226b0d
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498027994/c2cb226b0d
https://vimeo.com/497898232


 
 

Maths 

Monday 
Explanation 

video 

Textbook 3A, Chapter 6, Lesson 2: Reading weighing scales 

Use weighing scales to measure mass when the mass is between multiples of 100g 

Video link: Lesson video 

Deepening activity 

Write an explanation for how to read a weighing scale when the mass is between 

multiples of 100g. Remember to use diagrams as well as mathematical vocabulary in 

your explanation.  

Tuesday 
Explanation 

video 

Textbook 3A, Chapter 6, Lesson 3: Reading weighing scales 

Read values on a scale which are 1kg or more. 

Video link: Lesson video 

Deepening activity 

Explain two different ways you could read this scale.  

Wednesday 
Explanation 

video 

Textbook 3A, Chapter 6, Lesson 4: Reading weighing scales 

Weigh heavier items where the markers on the scales represent 200g each.  

Video link: Lesson video (start at 8 minutes and 48 seconds) 

Deepening activity 

See resource.  

Draw the pointers on the scales given their masses.  

My friend thinks the mass of the object is 2kg and 100g. Can you explain where they 

went wrong? 

Wednesday 
Explanation 

video 

Consolidation Lesson: Addition and Subtraction 

Use formal written methods for addition and subtraction. 

Independent task here 

Video link 

Addition 

Subtraction 

Addition and subtraction word problems (up to 5 minutes and 5 seconds) 

Deepening activity 

See deepening resource.  

Thursday 
Explanation 

video 

Textbook 3A, Chapter 6, Lesson 5: Solving word problems 

Solve word problems relating to mass with addition and subtraction.  

Video link 

Addition 

Subtraction 

Addition and subtraction word problems (up to 5 minutes and 5 seconds) 

Deepening activity 

A maths box with 4 books inside weighs 1kg and 400g. The empty box weighs 200g. 

How much would each book weigh? 

Friday 
Explanation 

video 

Consolidation Lesson: Multiplication and Division 

Use formal written methods for multiplication and division.  

Independent task here 

Video link 

Multiplication 

Division 

Deepening activity 

Spot the mistake. Explain where they went wrong. 

  

https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/497948101/0297eab89a
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/497948101/0297eab89a
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/grams-and-interpreting-scales-75j3gt?step=2&activity=video
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/497976095/94ba8b3af4
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/497976095/94ba8b3af4
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/weighing-and-comparing-masses-in-mixed-units-c8tpcd?step=2&activity=video
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498016407/231f833f59
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498016407/231f833f59
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/reading-weighing-scales-with-different-intervals-c4rk6c?step=1&activity=video
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498261828/c7e8777086
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498261828/c7e8777086
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/adding-two-3-digit-numbers-regrouping-in-multiple-columns-74u3ce
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-3-digit-numbers-regrouping-in-multiple-columns-74rkce
https://vimeo.com/434627490/1c946c18c9
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498056070/829851771f
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498056070/829851771f
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/adding-two-3-digit-numbers-regrouping-in-multiple-columns-74u3ce
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-3-digit-numbers-regrouping-in-multiple-columns-74rkce
https://vimeo.com/434627490/1c946c18c9
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498057181/4e1a3b3e76
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498057181/4e1a3b3e76
https://vimeo.com/434659605/8cefb281bb
https://vimeo.com/497723397


 
 

Curriculum – Live Explanations 

Science 
Explanation 

video 

What are the types of different rocks and their properties 
 Watch the video about different of types of rock.  

Write down any new vocabulary.  

(Check with an adult as this is a youtube link) 

 Look at the types of rock in the pictures. 

 Watch the video about granite and limestone and how they are used. 

 Write 3 facts about 3 more types of rock next to the pictures eg pumice, 

chalk, sandstone.  

 Deepening: The pyramids in Egypt were built with 2 types of rock. Can you 

find out what they were and why they were used? 

Science 
Explanation 

video 

How is igneous rock formed? 

 In this lesson, we will learn about the structure of the Earth, how igneous rock is 

made and how you can recognise it. We will also learn some of the uses of 

igneous rock. 

 Watch the video for Lesson 4.  

 Complete the activities as you watch. 

History 
Explanation 

video 
 

What can we learn about the Ancient Egyptians from the pyramids? 

 People were living in Egypt before the pyramids for about 1000 years. The 

Ancient Egyptians were inventing and creating their civilisation well before 

the pyramids were even conceived.  

 Watch the video clips here, here, here, here and here.  

 Find out and answer the following questions:  

o Why did the Ancient Egyptians build the pyramids?  

o Why did they build them in those locations?  

o Who built them and how long did it take?  

o Where did they get the stone from?  

o How did they build the pyramids? 

Curriculum – Independent Study 

You could complete these on the days when you are not reading with your teacher 

RE 
Explanation 

video 

What is a creator?  

 We will be looking at different beliefs about the creation of the world from 

different religions. A question that is possibly the biggest in the universe is ‘How 

did the world come to be?’ 

 Create something of your choice with any materials you have available at 

home. It could be a picture, a model, a sculpture, a poem or something else. 

You are the creator.   

 Create your own list or poem of the feelings when creating something new.  

See example.  

PSCHE 

What can I do when I feel down or worried about school? 

 What does the word ‘blue’ mean in terms of feelings? What synonyms do you 

know for the feeling? Do you think it is a positive or a negative emotion? 

Where do you feel the emotion in your body? 

 Read Steve’s Sunday Blues (PDF attached)or listen to the story here.  

 Answer the questions.  

 Draw an outline of a body. Where the heart is, write how the lesson made you 

feel. Where the head is, write what the lesson made you think about. Where 

the hands are, write what you are going to do or change because of this 

lesson.  

 Write down a worry or concern that you are no longer going to carry around 

with you. Now put this worry or concern in the bin as you are getting rid of the 

worry or concern.  

https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498005889/8f064c9c11
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498005889/8f064c9c11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDnkliPVK5o
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zw3ygk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z3ynvcw
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498006691/4aaa9d4a91
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498006691/4aaa9d4a91
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-is-igneous-rock-formed-70v66r
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498058815/35e8929063
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498058815/35e8929063
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z849wmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zwk8q6f
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zqdw2hv
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z2jqxnb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zx72tfr
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498060000/6181410e3c
https://vimeo.com/user12106273/review/498060000/6181410e3c
https://vimeo.com/498345333


 
 

Art 

A School full of Characters 

 Read the pages on the PDF attached. 

 Use David Tazzyman as your inspiration for some cartoon teacher characters 

 How will you show the characteristics suggested by their name? 

 How will you represent their character in your drawing of yourself? 

French 
French Traditions 

 Watch the video from Madame Lambert 

 Complete the activity below.  

Music 

Call me:  New note C 

 You will need a recorder for your music lessons. If you do not have one at 

home and cannot purchase one, please let the school know via email and 

we can provide you with one.  

 Practice the song and recorder part at full speed using  this video  
 Learn a new song ‘Call me’ by watching  this video 

PE 

Warm up and Stretching 

 Try these ideas to warm up and get your heart beating faster, you only need 

a small space but lots of energy and ideas! 

 Moving with your feet on the beat, lift up the knees, start running on the spot, 

kick your bottom – faster! You can skip on the spot, turn, jump and try circling 

the arms. 

 How about a bit of freestyling? Freeze in high and low shapes, balance with 

different parts of the body touching the floor. Reach in different directions, try 

more ways of jumping, clap with the music. 

 Make a long low lunge and take one hand off the floor and hold, repeat on 

the other leg. 

 Slowly uncurl and come up to standing, breathe in and out slowly and cool 

down. 

 Click here to watch a video of the warm up. 
 

Physical Activity: TIME TO MOVE! 

Time to show us what you can do. We want you to get up and do some exercise. 

Below is a log for you to write or draw what you did for each day. 

 Be creative, use the space you have, ask an adult to take you outside, take 

two pillows to make markers to move between (skip, hop, jump, side step, 

slow, fast), perform some yoga, strong karate moves, practice your skipping 

tricks (if you have a jump rope), pretend you’re playing cricket (without a ball 

and bat) and go through your bowing action and batting style. With an adult 

go outside, walk around the block, take a scooter ride, go to the common. 

There are too many ideas to list & we know you will have even more ideas!  

 Also remember after your exercise, play some slow quiet music and have a 

mindfulness moment, focus on your breathing, have a stretch. 

 Below is a Log book to record your successes. Don’t worry if you can’t print it, 

make your own weekly log & hopefully feel the benefits of daily exercise over 

the coming weeks. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://vimeo.com/498385734
https://vimeo.com/497328177
https://vimeo.com/498137424
https://vimeo.com/497277367


 
 

Resources 
 

English 

 
Monday: Example introduction plan: 

 
  
Who are you 

writing for? 

(Audience) 

 

People who want to become an embalmer 

Why are you 

writing? 

(Purpose) 

 

To instruct people how to make a mummy 

 
 

Introduction 

G Dead bodies – smelly 

S Embalming preserves bodies - stops from rotting away 

V Follow instructions – learn make mummy 

 

Monday: Example introduction and ‘you will need’ list: 

 

How to make a Mummy 

 

Dead bodies are rather smelly. Embalming preserves bodies and stops them 

from rotting away. Follow these instructions to learn how to make a mummy. 

 

You will need: 

 Linen 

 Long, metal hook 

 Natron and oil 

 Stuffing 

 Sarcophagus 

 Pharaoh mask 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Introduction planning format 

 
 
Who are you 

writing for? 

(Audience) 

 

People who want to become an embalmer 

Why are you 

writing? 

(Purpose) 

 

To instruct people how to make a mummy 

 
 

Introduction 

G  

S  

V  

 

 
Tuesday: Main clauses and subordinate clauses lesson explanation 

 

A main clause has one main idea. It makes sense on its own and it contains a 

subject and a verb.  

 

We can add detail to a main clause using a subordinate clause. A 

subordinate clause doesn’t make sense on its own. 

  

The subordinate clause is added to the main clause using a subordinating 

conjunction.  

 

This command is a main clause: 

 

Wash the body.  

 

It has one main idea. It makes sense on its own and it contains a subject 

(body) and a verb (wash).  

 

This is a subordinate clause: 

 

so that it is clean 

 

It doesn’t make sense on its own.  

 

Let’s make a sentence using the main clause and subordinate clause: 

 

Wash the body so that it is clean.  



 
 

 

The subordinate clause adds detail to the main clause. The subordinating 

conjunction used to add the subordinate clause in this sentence is so that.  

 

Other examples of subordinating conjunctions are: when, if, because, that, 

although, even though and unless.  

 

Read this main clause: 

 

Wrap the body with linen.  

 

How can you add a subordinate clause to this main clause using a 

subordinating conjunction? 

 

Wrap the body with linen when the insides are removed.  

Wrap the body with linen because it preserves the body further.  

 

Tuesday independent task: 

Now add a subordinate clause to each of these main clauses using a 

subordinating conjunction: 

 

Jab a long, metal hook into the brain.  

Remove everything in the body.  

Fill the body with stuffing.  

Dry the body with natron and oil.  

Place the body in a sarcophagus.  

 

Subordinating conjunctions: when, if, because, that, although, even though, 

so that, unless 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
Wednesday: Example instructions for how to make a mummy 

 

Introduction: General, Specific, Viewpoint 

Imperative verbs 

Adverbs 

Prepositions 

Details 

subordinating conjunctions 

 

How to Make a Mummy 

Dead bodies are rather smelly. Embalming preserves bodies and stops them 

rotting away. Follow these instructions to learn how to embalm a body.  

 

You will need: 

 Linen 

 Long, metal hook 

 Natron and oil 

 Stuffing 

 Sarcophagus 

 Pharaoh mask 

Steps for mummification: 

1. Wash the body with water. It must be fresh water so that your mummy is 

clean. You must dispose of the water carefully because it is important to 

stop the spread of disease. 

2. Take a long, sharp, metal hook and jab it with force up the nose and into 

the brain. You must move the hook quickly so the brain is mushed up. Tilt 

the head to the side and let all the brain flow out.  

3. Remove everything in the body with care, including all the organs. Be 

sure not to remove the heart.  

4. Once you have removed the body parts, fill the body with stuffing. This is 

only to help dry the body.  

5. Carefully, dry the body with natron (salt) and oil. Wait forty to fifty days 

until you can replace the stuffing with linen and sawdust.  

6. When the insides of the mummy’s body are ready, wrap the outside in 

strands of linen. Wrap it tight around the corpse to stop the bandages 

falling off.  

7. Take your time to place the body in a sarcophagus. Gently, place the 

pharaoh mask on the face.  

Now your mummy is ready for the afterlife! 

 



 
 

Thursday: CUPS and ARMS poster 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Maths 
Tuesday deepening 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Explain two different ways you 

could read this scale.  

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday lesson 1 deepening 

 
 

  



 
 

My friend thinks that the mass of this object is 2kg and 100g. Explain where 

they went wrong.  

 
 

Wednesday lesson 2 independent task 

 

a)124 + 362 = ________   b) 874 – 131 = _________ 

c) 468 + 125 = ________   d) 529 + 194 = _________ 

e) 243 – 118 = _______   f) 564 – 487 = ________ 

g) 764 + 485 = _______   h) 800 – 572 = ________ 
 

 

Wednesday lesson 2 deepening 



 
 

 
 

Answers to today’s deepening: https://nrich.maths.org/91/solution  

 

 

Friday independent task 

 

a)13 x 2 = _______    b) 52 ÷ 4 = ________ 

c) 51 ÷ 3 = _____     d) 27 x 4 = _____ 

e) 65 x 3 = _____     f) 36 ÷ 2 = _____ 

g) 42 ÷ 3 = ____     h) 45 x 8 = ____ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://nrich.maths.org/91/solution


 
 

Friday deepening  

 

Spot the mistake. Can you explain where they went wrong? 

 

 

 

Science Lesson 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 6 4 

6 0 

1 6 

6 1 

6 

4 4 

10 

1 4 



 
 

Science  
Lesson 3 

 

 
 

RE  

 

Lesson 1 Example 

 

Creation Thoughts 

 

Creation is messy, frustrating, thrilling. 

It is exciting, exhausting.  

 

Knowing you are making something new.  

Every detail thought of, every problem worth solving. 

  

Brings pride and joy 

Wanting to share with everyone.  

Knowing the hard work was worth it.  

New, special, cherished. 

  

How does nature make it look so easy? 

 



 
 

 

 

 

PSCHE  
 

Questions 

 

1. What does fed up mean? 

2. Why do you think Dad suggested going for a walk? 

3. What type of attitude did Steve have towards school? 

4. What does dread mean? 

5. What do you notice about Steve’s facial expressions when he is at 

school? 

6. What did you learn from the story? 

7. What strategies could you use to help you with ‘Sunday blues’? 

 

 

French 
Activity 1: Label the pictures using the words from the list: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

la galette la fève les trois rois mages la couronne le roi / la reine 



 
 

 
 
What I have learned today from the French tradition of Epiphany: 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

 

PE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


